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Abstract Interruptive clinical decision support systems, both within and outside of electronic
health records, are a resource that should be used sparingly and monitored closely.
Excessive use of interruptive alerting can quickly lead to alert fatigue and decreased
effectiveness and ignoring of alerts. In this review, we discuss the evidence for effective
alert stewardship as well as practices and methods we have found useful to assess
interruptive alert burden, reduce excessive firings, optimize alert effectiveness, and
establish quality governance at our institutions. We also discuss the importance of a
holistic view of the alerting ecosystem beyond the electronic health record.
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Background and Significance

Clinical decision support (CDS) systems provide “a process
for enhancing health-related decisions and actions with
pertinent, organized clinical knowledge and patient infor-
mation to improve health and healthcare delivery.”1 Elec-
tronic CDS has been used successfully in a variety of clinical
areas in the pediatric and adult literature.2,3 Many CDS
systems provide passive guidance in the form of order sets,
templated forms or notes, or reports displaying relevant
information, but interruptive or pop-up alerts are the most
visible form of CDS. Meanwhile, electronic health record
(EHR) interruptive alerts represent only one element of the
full interruptive alert ecosystem (►Fig. 1).

Interruptive alerts have the perceived benefit of forcing a
user to notice and respond to the prompt. However, this
interruption comes with significant costs: the immediate
cost of increasing cognitive burden and interrupting tasks,
and the longer-term cost of alert fatigue and decreased
provider receptiveness to future alerts both in the EHR and
monitor alarms.4 Fundamentally, we risk increasing provider
burnout with the cumulative effect of interruptive alerts5;
thus, interruptive alerts should be used only when other less
intrusive options have been thoroughly considered.6

In this review, we discuss our institutional experiences
and best practices to preserve the value of the interruptive
alert, whether via EHR, physiologic monitor, or mobile
device. We often perform tasks analogous to antimicrobial
stewards; we educate clinicians about other tools that may
work better with narrower coverage, optimize CDS strategies
to reduce side effects, and, when necessary, discourage or
even prevent the implementation of interruptive alerts
when they may cause more harm than good. We also
describe the evaluation and monitoring necessary for a
proper alert stewardship program, including timely and

accurate tracking of CDS tool use and effectiveness as well
as CDS governance. We anticipate others may use these
experiences to develop their own comprehensive CDS
program.

The Case for Interruptive Alert Stewardship

Medical providers have long had a conflicted relationship
with interruptive CDS. In one of the first implementations of
computerized physician order entry (CPOE), the response to
a medication interaction alert was described thus: “When
this feed-back first occurs, the user is very impressed; however,
by the tenth time it occurs he is annoyed, and when it appears
for the twentieth time, he is insulted and frustrated at the
computer’s insensitivity to the fact that, by this time, the
operator is aware of this bit of medical knowledge.”7

While a novel experience back in 1968, the modern
provider is inundatedwith alerts asmore elements of patient
care occur via electronic platforms. Physiologic alarms in one
adult intensive care unit generated 187 audible alerts/bed/
day, many of which were erroneous or unactionable.8 The
EHR is also the source of an increasing number of alerts.9

Interruptive alert frequency is a risk factor for medical
errors.Workflow interruptions are correlatedwith increased
number of errors as well as failure to return to the original
task.10–13 Additionally, interruptive alerts have low rates of
practitioner acceptance (4–11%).14–16 Although much of
these data have come from vendor-provided CPOE alerts,
override rates of custom-built interruptive alerts are simi-
larly high.17

Low acceptance rates may result from poor targeting of
recipients, incorrect information, un-actionable guidance, or
misaligned workflow and contribute to alert distrust and
alert fatigue. Humans are adept at probability matching and
identify unreliable alerts after only a small number of
exposures.18 High cognitive load, common in most clinical
practice, exacerbates distrust of unreliable alerts.19 Overrid-
ing alerts also leads to habitual alert override behavior. An
alert is routinely shown in a stable context and frequently
overridden. Because in most cases there is no immediate
negative consequence, the override behavior is positively
reinforced.20 Aside from these behavioral adaptations to
alerts, more concerning is the “boy who cried wolf” phe-
nomenon whereby the cacophony masks the one alert with
the potential to save life or limb. Evidence for this already
exists: in one quality improvement effort, criteria for a series
of medication alerts were made more strict to reduce total
firings,while othermedication alerts in the system remained
untouched. The acceptance rates improved, not only for the
edited alerts as expected but also for alerts where the design
did not change at all.21 Thus, the presence of poor alerts in
the system can reduce the effectiveness of all CDS.

In addition to the challenges of alert fatigue and burnout,
each new alert requires additional upkeep and monitoring
for unintended outcomes and performance after initial im-
plementation. Alert prioritization and maintenance depend
on other health system factors such as knowledge manage-
ment and sharing capability, health systempriorities, quality

Fig. 1 Interruptive alert ecosystem in health care. Interruptive alerts
can come from electronic health records as well as patient monitors,
phones, pagers, and other channels that may each lead to frustration
and potentiate alert fatigue.
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improvement impacts, and feedback generated from evalua-
tion of CDS.22 Over time, these interactions and outcomes
can change and produce unintended consequences. Clinical
guidelines may change requiring updates to CDS interven-
tions or technical changes may lead to CDS malfunctions
such as inadvertent inactivation.23

Thedecision to introducenewalerts and their interruptions
into clinicalworkmust be a thoughtful one, akin to the tasks of
antimicrobial stewards. We must educate clinicians about
tools that may work with narrower coverage to limit overex-
posure, revise CDS choices tominimize side effects, and, when
necessary, nudgeCDSrequestors away frominterruptive alerts
so they will be available for use in the future. However, to
identify those alerts worthy of interrupting workflows, we
must understand the current state of interruptive alerts and
how we can measure alert success or failure.

Measuring Alert Burden and Effectiveness

Currently, no standard metrics exist to easily compare the
burden of alerts on EHR users or their effectiveness at
improving outcomes.24 Commonly used alert burdenmetrics
focus on alert frequency (e.g., alerts per 100 orders), override
rates, or time burden (e.g., think time or dwell time).25–27

However, differences in denominators for alert frequency
(e.g., alerts per 100 orders versus alerts per inpatient day or
clinician time in the EHR) may affect which alerts or care
settings an organization categorizes as high burden, leading
to biases in prioritization efforts. Alert effectiveness metrics
may focus on proximal outcomes28–30 (e.g., appropriateness
or use of the intendedaction) ordistaloutcomes specific to the
goal of each alert (e.g., whether a vaccinewas administered or
care gap closed).24 Proximal measures can be calculated and
compared more easily across alerts but may not reflect how
well the alert is achieving its intended purpose. Standardizing
alert metrics for both burden and effectiveness could enable
benchmarking across institutions and development of trans-
lational dashboards directly comparing CDS strategies for the
same use case across institutions.

Alert Burden
In a cross-sectional analysis of six academic pediatric health
systems, we compared interruptive alert burden from Sep-
tember 2016 to September 2019 using fourmetrics including
two patient-focused denominators (alerts per inpatient-day
and alerts per encounter) and two clinician-focused denom-
inators (alerts per 100 orders and alerts per clinician day,
defined as the number of unique clinicians on each calendar
daywith at least one EHR log in the system).31Wefoundwide
variation of alert burden, with alerts per clinician day at the
highest burden site a staggering 43.8 times higher than the
lowest burden site. The rank order of institutions by alert
burden did not substantially vary across the four different
alert metrics. Custom alerts accounted for a higher propor-
tion of alert burden compared with drug–drug interaction
alerts ormedication administration alerts across all sites and
metrics. By contrast, when we examined intrainstitutional
variation, we found that areas of highest burden varied by

metric chosen. For example, nurses had the highest alert
burden across all sites when looking at alerts per 100 orders,
whereas pharmacists experienced 3.1 times higher alert
burden than all other provider types when using the metric
alerts per clinician day.

These findings demonstrate that while interinstitutional
comparison is possible with existing metrics, understanding
intrainstitutional variation in current state requires using
multiple metrics, each providing a different lens to guide
burden reduction strategies. Future studies establishing the
predictive validity of specific burdenmetrics for alert fatigue
behaviors—for example, determining the association be-
tween alerts per hour in the EHR and deleterious effects
on patient care or howa user responds to subsequent alerts—
would advance our ability to reduce burnout and patient
safety concerns from excess alerts.32–34

Alert Effectiveness
Proximal measures of alert effectiveness focus on the user’s
response in the moment the alert fires. Simple examples
include metrics where the alert firing is the unit of analysis
(e.g., override ratesoracceptance rates). Thesemetricsareeasy
to calculate and quickly compare, but mask nuances such as
justifiable overrides (i.e., the alert was inappropriate and the
user correctly ignored it) and unintended consequences (i.e.,
the alert was inappropriate, but the user “accepted” it, leading
to an error). Alternatively, alert outcomes can be classified as a
success, anappropriateoverride, providernonadherence,oran
unintended consequence. However, while this classification
yields more useful information, it generally requires manual
chart review from clinicians with sufficient context to judge
the user response.29 Machine learning approaches to reduce
the resources required for this classification task have shown
promise for some use cases but are yet to achieve widespread
uptake.28

Distalmeasures of alert effectiveness focus on the degree to
which the alert addresses the targeted quality or safety
problem. For example, if an alert was developed to notify
providers of a patient’s eligibility for COVID vaccine during an
office visit, the appropriate distal outcome measure might be
the proportion of eligible visits with a vaccine administered or
the proportion of the total population cared for by the clinic
that is vaccinated. These metrics are of greater utility but (1)
require more resources to develop, (2) cannot be easily com-
pared across alerts with different intended purposes, and (3)
suffer from study design challenges to determine if the alert
itself was responsible for a change in an outcome metric
compared with other interventions or secular trends.

In the absence of an easily scalable, valid way to measure
alert effectiveness, combining process and outcome meas-
ures in a quality improvement or process evaluation frame-
work may be the most useful approach for assessing alert
utility and comparing alert effectiveness. Traditional quality
improvement studies tend to use the Donabedian frame-
work, which separates measures into structure (e.g., how
manyalerts, order sets, or other CDS artifacts are available for
a care process), process (e.g., alert acceptance rates), and
outcomes.35 This approach allows quality improvement
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advocates to start by evaluating the outcome and then
examine process adherence to drive plan-do-study-act
cycles. The Medical Research Council’s Process Evaluation
Framework for Complex Interventions emphasizes studying
implementation effectiveness, the mechanism of impact,
and outcomes stratified by contextual factors.36 In this
approach, proximal alert effectiveness measures can be
used as a proxy for implementation measures—for example,
the number of firings can help estimate the reach of the
intervention, while alert acceptance rates can assess fideli-
ty.37 Changes in care processes with and without the alert
can help assess the mechanism of impact or change theory.
One scalable approach evaluates for the intended action
within 1 hour of an alert firing to determine if the alert is
leading to the intended behavior change. Finally, the care
process is attached to the final patient outcome of interest
when available. This framework can help quality improve-
ment advocates examine their theory for howan alert should
help achieve quality goals (►Fig. 2). By measuring outcomes
of interest, adherence to guideline-recommended care, and
proximal measures of alert response, organizations can
frame CDS performance alongside outcomes of interest
and use this insight to target interventions.38

Optimizing Alert Effectiveness

While measuring the success of a custom alert is a difficult
and often very individualized process, there are systematic
approaches to optimize the usefulness of interruptive alerts.
This involves the detection of alerts that are malfunctioning
and not working due to technical issues, and the more

challenging task of identifying alerts that are functioning
but were not built following the five rights of CDS. We
describe our experiences here, but we recommend reviewing
the excellent best practices developed by Wright et al.39

Identifying malfunctioning alerts primarily occurs
through either direct reporting of the issue or anomaly
detection using statistical methods. In the past, direct
reporting occurred either as an override comment within
the alert, as a help desk ticket, or via other informal com-
munication to the EHR team. Because the latter two of these
require additional effort, they often do not occur unless the
error is particularly frequent or egregious.

However, some institutions as well as EHR vendors now
embed feedback mechanisms within interruptive alerts,
allowing immediate qualitative feedback as well as providing
user andpatient information for troubleshooting. At oneofour
member’s institutions, Nationwide Children’s Hospital (NCH),
both positive and negative feedback links were gradually
implemented tomost interruptive alerts. End users submitted
feedback 806 times in a 30-month period, and surprisingly,
53% of feedback was positive. Through the critical feedback
received, 21 unique alerts were fixed/improved. Additionally,
feedback surveys often led to email outreach from the infor-
matics team to the end user either to requestmore detail or to
provide updates on changes. This direct communication may
help put a human face to CDS and allow users to feel heard.
Taking this one step further, Wright and coworkers used a
cranky comments heuristic to identify feedback that could
potentially indicate a broken alert.40 This heuristic involved
searching for a limited number of words that indicated user
frustration or annoyance.

Fig. 2 Alert evaluation framework connecting proximal alert measures (e.g., alert acceptance) with distal measures such as care processes and
outcomes. EBP, evidence-based practice.
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In addition to user feedback, anomaly detection can
successfully identify alert malfunctions.41–43 Although not
all anomalies are malfunctions, finding abnormal patterns of
firing can act as a screening tool to prompt review for
malfunctions. Malfunctions that lend themselves to discov-
ery by anomaly detection include changes elsewhere in the
system (e.g., diagnostic code sets, drug reference databases,
record names, or workflow) that unintentionally “break”
alerts, causing excessive firing or absence of firing. Alert
users may bring the former to attention after receiving extra
alerts, but the latter rarely elicits complaints.

Identifying correctly functioning but poorly designedalerts
is more difficult. In a previous publication, Chaparro et al
described a systematic approach to reduce inappropriate
alerting and improve the quality of interruptive alerts.9 Initial
efforts using quality improvement methodology targeted
high-volume alerts, as reducing inappropriate firing of these
alerts would provide more return on effort spent revising the
alerts. After these initial gains, it was clear that different
approaches would be needed to achieve further improve-
ments. To this end, further alert review/revision was priori-
tized based on two other dimensions, patients on whom a
disproportionate number of alerts fired and providers for
whom certain alerts fired at much higher rates than other
providers. The former often indicated edge cases where a
patient had certain unusual characteristics in their digital
profile not accounted for in build or testing, while the latter
was frequently a symptom of a misaligned workflow. One of
the takeaways is that while considering Osheroff’s 5 Rights of
CDS is important in the design and implementation of new
alerts, identifying existing alerts thatwere not builtwith these
in mind requires viewing alert firing data using different
dimensions such as high-firing alerts, providers, or patients.

In addition to ensuring the technical build is correct,
human factors principles are a key component to increasing
acceptance rates of alerts.44 In the work at NCH, Nielsen’s 10
Usability Heuristics were adapted for the redesign of their
alerts. A standard template was used clearly explaining why
the alert displayed (including relevant clinical data), with
directions as towhat the user was expected to do. Effort was
made to keep alert text as concise as possible. Lastly, they
worked to make alert acknowledgment reasons clearer as to
their behavior, whether it was a temporary or permanent
silencing of the alert, and whether this action affected only
the current user, or potentially suppressing for other users as
well. Effective governance to establish these standards and
style guides was essential to this endeavor.

Governance of Alerting

By regulation, most institutions have at least a rudimentary
process for regular review of order sets in their EHR. Howev-
er, the intake/evaluation process for CDS implementation is
an important “gatekeeper function” and, more importantly,
educates requestors and encourages best practices. It is also
an opportunity to build in accountability for all parties,
ensuring requestor engagement in the CDS implementation
and changemanagement processes. Otherwise, CDS requests

may be used to attempt to implement people and process
changes in isolation. Some institutions have robust gover-
nance structures for CDS, with representation from clinical
stakeholders, quality leaders, informatics, and IT professio-
nals. However, unlike antibiotic stewardship where Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention defined a set of core
elements for antibiotic stewardship programs, such guidance
does not yet exist for CDS governance. With alerting, there
are at least three elements essential to any governance
approach in addition to stakeholder representation and
accountability for outcomes.45

First, an overall model for approval, maintenance, and
review should be established. Depending on how CDS is
developed and implemented at an institution, both central-
ized and federated approaches may be appropriate. A cen-
tralized CDS committee chartered tomanage governance can
ensure a consistent approach to alerting. However, a feder-
ated approach with more local governance of alerts but with
shared standards for design and implementation may be
more capable of rapidly responding to changes in clinical
knowledge and allow for greater institutional capacity to
build and maintain CDS. Similar to structure, accountability
may also vary across health systems, with overall account-
ability potentially including information technology leader-
ship, clinical leadership, or quality and safety leadership.
However, effective governance requires representation of all
stakeholders that include clinical roles (e.g., physicians, RNs,
RTs), informatics, information technology teams, and admin-
istration including quality and safety as well as regulatory
roles. Nevertheless, this ideal state should not preclude
pragmatic tradeoffs that will allow governance to proceed,
especially in the context of a pandemic that has left many
clinicians burned out and without the bandwidth to partici-
pate in governance efforts. While a detailed review of CDS
governance is beyond the scope of this work, we encourage
readers to review the discussion of governance structures
found in McGreevey et al’s summary of a previous AMIA
panel discussion on EHR alerts.24

Second, standards should exist to determine when the
interruption created by an alert is justified, as every inter-
ruption has the capacity to increase cognitive burden and the
likelihood of errors in decision-making.24One approachmay
be to adapt risk prioritization frameworks such as the
Healthcare Failure Modes and Effects Analysis.46 This ap-
proach can provide structured questions such as: “In the
absence of this knowledge, how severe a harm could occur?
How probable is the harm? What is the likelihood that the
user would already have this knowledge or access to this
knowledge?” Predetermined thresholds for the answers to
these questions can be used to determine when an interrup-
tion is warranted. Additionally, the decision to implement an
interruptive alert, in particular, should include a represen-
tative of the user groups who will receive the alert. Other-
wise, generalist providers such as hospitalists may find
themselves on the receiving end of interruptive alerts from
multiple specialties.

Lastly, standards should be developed and enforced
around alert design and construction to maximize the
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effectiveness of alerts and ensure predictable presentation of
information. The Electronic Health Records Association pro-
vides basic design patterns to be adapted by informatics and
human factors professionals to establish local standards.
Specifically, four basic components are recommended: (1)
a consistent signal to indicate the seriousness of the alert, (2)
information about the hazard, (3) instructions or actions to
mitigate the hazard, and (4) specific clinical consequences
that may ensue if the hazard is not averted.47 Another best
practice is alert verification and validation prior to imple-
mentation, for example, using approaches such as retrospec-
tive analysis of alert criteria and/or running the alert in the
“background” without being visible to any users.24

As noted earlier, these three elements of alert governance
are largely suggested based on institutional experience. Alert
stewardship and CDS governance need robust evidence to
guide implementation across institutions and may be incen-
tivized by policy.

Beyond the EHR: A Holistic View of the Alert
Ecosystem

While previous sections have focused on EHR-based alerting
mechanisms, a holistic view requires attention to the
expanding contribution of interruptive alertingmechanisms
outside the EHR. Without this perspective, we risk losing
sight of the broader alerting ecosystem and the important
ways alerts outside the medical record contribute to a
provider’s ability to maintain attention, complete critical
tasks, and respond appropriately to alerts of any kind.

The contribution of physiologicmonitor and device-based
alarms is well described.48,49 These alerts have long com-
prised the aural tapestry of many inpatient wards and
intensive care units and have been a source of concern for
more than a decade, including contribution to alarm fatigue
and workflow interruptions.4,50 However, health care sys-
tems have proceeded apace with additional vehicles for
delivering interruptive alerts. Rarely, however, are these
implementations undertaken with consideration of the im-
pact within the broader alerting ecosystem.51

Many of these implementations start with the best of
intentions and are often successful at achieving their aims
within a focused scope. Consider the following three example
projects to (1) reduce in-room monitor-based alarms for
patients and families, (2) improve antibiotic prescribing based
on culture resistance profiles, and (3) drive proper hand-
hygiene practice.52–54 All three projects target key areas for
improvement in patient experience, care delivery, and safety.
Quality improvement teams may identify novel and compel-
ling methods to deliver notifications considering their project
aims and pay close attention to the burden of these notifica-
tions within the scope of their work. However, there is often
little attentionpaid to thebroader alerting ecosystemandhow
the introduction of these additional alerts might impact users
at the receiving end of many other alerting systems.

Unfortunately, few mechanisms exist to federate alerting
data from different clinical information systems and track
the impact of one project on the whole alerting ecosystem.

Health care systemsneed to develop proactive and deliberate
approaches to address this cumulative burden; this means
processes and tools to understand alerting trends at the
macrosystem down to the microsystem. Health care systems
should develop and deploy tools for leaders to understand
what might amount to a “global interruption index” for
individual providers or work contexts within a hospital.
Such tools would help identify hotspots at risk of task
disruption and associated errors as well as provide insight
for more deliberate system design and improvement.

Taking a lesson from another industry, the car insurance
industry recognizes the ample evidence that performance in
menial tasks, like safely driving an automobile, suffers when
an individual is interrupted by device-based distractions.55

Recent years have seen a proliferation of “drive monitoring
apps,” which surveil a driver’s proclivity to using a device
while driving. Similar evidence exists in health care–specific
literature: interruptions lead to errors.13,34 Health care
systems need tools to understand andmitigate interruptions
for frontline workers and, in doing so, allow members of the
health care team to leverage the advantages of emerging
approaches without suffering needlessly at the receiving end
of ever-proliferating interruptions.

Future Directions

Here, we expand upon earlier themes, looking to what the
futuremight hold for CDS efforts and research. There ismuch
progress to be made in CDS design and delivery, but there
will inevitably be disagreement on the focus of future
research and operational efforts. The following topics are
intended to guide these discussions.

Governance
Users of EHRs are increasingly asking for specific CDS inter-
ventions as they become comfortable with available CDS
tools. Similarly, regulatory bodies, as well as other external
entities, continue to increase requirements often requiring
EHR implementation. These pressures make governance
critical to appropriately implement requirements and to
minimize unintended consequences. Historically, gover-
nance groups were largely technical. Informed, engaged,
multidisciplinary governance including expertise in data
science and human factors will need to grow throughout
the full lifecycle of CDS.56,57 Governance standards should
become more evidence-based, allowing regulatory guidance
to go beyond simple establishment of review processes to
true best practices for CDS use in clinical care.

Design and Implementation (and De-implementation)
Once a new request for CDS passes the governance intake
process, the next critical phase is usually design and imple-
mentation. There are many well-known design principles,
heuristics, and frameworks to adhere to, including those in
human-centered design, human–computer interaction, and
human factors disciplines.58–61 As with governance, we
anticipate more regular and reliable infusion of these prin-
ciples and frameworks into the design of CDS. Vendors are
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already taking a more rigorous approach to the basic designs
of their software and hardware, but the application of design
and usability techniques must also occur at the local config-
uration level. While vendors must supply appropriate flexi-
ble tools to permit good design, local customization dictates
the end-user experience. Implementation must be equally
rigorous, locally customized, and well thought-out. At the
other end of the lifecycle, poorly performing and/or out-of-
date CDS must be deprecated to avoid negative impacts on
clinical care and end-user experience. To de-implement
these CDS artifacts, however, one must first systematically
identify them. We anticipate a formalization of design and
standardization of implementation bothwithin and between
organizations, with growing interest and effort in de-
implementation.

Measuring Performance Intelligently
To understand how different forms and instances of CDS are
performing, one must be able to measure and track perfor-
mance in a meaningful and consistent way. Many organiza-
tions under-allocate resources to this task, deeming it
lower priority than other “operational” tasks. Allocation
of resources must also consider the sustainability of mea-
surement and monitoring programs. These programs must
be based on accurate and trusted data, be standardized and
repeatable, and be contextually specific.31 An increasing
number of monitoring efforts will focus on the holistic
impact of multiple CDS and operational systems in concert,
in lieu of the current state of measurements being siloed to
one work task or form of CDS. As CDS evolves, clinical
outcomes-based measures will become expected measures
of performance, as opposed to purely process (proximal)
measures.

Clinical Decision Support at Scale
Lastly, we expect that there will be increasing focus and a
shift to centralized, scalable CDS as technical interoperability
increases. The 21st Century Cures Act and other legislative
and regulatorymandates are pushing vendors to incorporate
more interoperability standards.62–65 The instance-specific
creation of CDS is notoriously costly and often the primary
barrier to adoption of third-party tools. The desire to be
resource efficient and standardized, along with the factors
above, will encourage the adoption of centralized CDS sys-
tems. The rise of learning networks, learning health systems,
and resource sharing collaboratives will only further push us
in this direction.66–70 Federated learning techniques are one
potential pathway for adoption of advanced CDS, including
artificial intelligence-based systems. The rise of machine
learning and natural language processing in medicine is
highlighted by exponentially increasing trends in publica-
tions. Becoming more permissible to the adoption of third-
party CDSmechanismswill potentially confermany benefits,
including standardization of implementation and data
reporting, practical implementation of more robust testing
methods (such as A/B testing by site), synchronization of CDS
implementations for studies, and responsible resource utili-
zation, among other benefits.

Clinical Relevance Statement

Although interruptive alerts have their role in these systems,
excessive reliance on or poorly built interruptive alerts can
lead to alert fatigue and other downstream effects. Further
refinement of alert burden metrics is needed as current
metrics do not adequately represent the impact on end users
when viewed through different dimensions. The best prac-
tices we describe here will allow institutions to establish
monitoring and optimization programs to reduce alert
burden.

Multiple Choice Questions

1. A new asthma alert is implemented that fires for any
patient who has risk of an emergency department visit
due to asthma. Unfortunately, the alert is firing for more
patients than it should due to incorrectly written criteria.
What is the expected impact of this alert on user
behavior?
a. Users will ignore this alert but still respond to other

alerts as previously.
b. Users will ignore this alert and may decrease their

responsiveness to other alerts.
c. Users will accept this alert and also respond to other

alerts as previously.
d. Users will ignore this alert but increase their respon-

siveness to other alerts.

Correct Answer: Option b is the correct answer. Alerts do
not exist in avacuumbut rather in a dynamic ecosystemof
other decision support systems that affect the overall alert
burden and the user experience. Previous studies have
shown that excessive incorrect alerts may affect accep-
tance rates of unrelated alerts. By adding a poorly built
alert to the system, we may increase rates of alert fatigue
and affect unrelated alerts.

2. Proximal measures of alert effectiveness reflect which of
the following:
a. The frequency of alert displays for a given provider

action.
b. The action of the user at the time the alert is displayed.
c. Clinical outcomes for the process attempting to be

changed.
d. The action of the provider at any time after the alert

is displayed reflecting the desired action of the
alert.

Correct Answer: Option b is the correct answer. Proxi-
mal measures are best defined as reflecting the action
taken immediately upon display of the alert. While they
are often the easiest to measure, they often do not
reflect the full process and may miss actions taken after
the alert is addressed (e.g., orders placed after further
reflection or actions reversed after initial acceptance in
the alert). Clinical outcomes (c) reflect distal outcomes
of alerts and are much more difficult to measure and to
standardize across alerts. Similarly, tracking actions
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that are suggested within an alert but occur at a later
time (d) would also reflect more distal outcomes and
are often more difficult to directly attribute as a result
of the alert.
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